
Our growing company is hiring for a systems designer. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for systems designer

Design and develop lessons, certification criteria, exercises, case studies,
briefings, testing, feedback evaluations, and other learning activities for
online, blended, and face-to-face delivery platforms to include design and
development of media and current aids suitable for best content delivery
Collects engineer’s and customer’s specifications to create accurate
mechanical drawings
Develops and verifies fabrication, general arrangement, base frame assembly,
construction, weldmap, slope, and heat map drawings piping bill of materials
& electrical conduit/panel layout drawings, if necessary
Work collaboratively with Project Managers and Cross-Functional teams to
facilitate a clear direction and to execute a flawless design
Foster creative and scalable design solutions to grow your content’s scope
over time
Work with Designers, Game play engineers and content teams to implement
player abilities, AI enemies, NPCs, items, and non-combat systems using
proprietary tools
Balance variables to create a gameplay experience that is fun for diverse play-
styles
Work with Designers, Game play engineers and content teams to create and
maintain system components and manage data structures using proprietary
WB tools and industry standard software
Development of system, hardware and software high level requirements
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requirements

Qualifications for systems designer

A mature, professional attitude and work ethic
Self-motivated with the ability to creatively problem solve
Familiarity with The Lord of the Rings trilogy
5+ years’ experience in complex mainframe software development using
DB2, IMS-DC, COBOL, MQ, CA7, JCL, SPUFI, MQ Series and other utilities
Experience in Ford SDM (Systems Development Methodology) and Ford
infrastructure and operations is preferred
A passion for collectible card games


